K-12 education

Create a safe learning environment by helping to protect students, faculty, administrators, visitors and physical assets

When it comes to the safety and security of schools, you need experts on the job. The ADT Commercial team of professionals brings an unmatched breadth of expertise and years of hands-on experience to every challenge. We can help you create a comprehensive security plan, then install, test, inspect, monitor, service and teach your people how to use it. Whether you want to integrate with a legacy system, start from scratch or just add in a video system, we can help select and implement the latest advanced technologies that are just right for your school or district.

A comprehensive plan to meet a growing array of risks

What do you need? What are you missing? How will it work? The right security plan starts with understanding your needs, then applying advanced technology to provide solutions to help meet those needs. Before we begin any project, our team will sit down with you to review your facilities, your individual concerns and your current systems. Then we’ll work to create a turnkey security plan that you can rely on and that can change as your needs evolve.

Systems integration

Most schools already have fire systems and some security in place. At ADT Commercial, advanced systems integration and cutting-edge applications are our hallmark. All of your electronic security systems can be fully integrated with our fire, life safety and physical security system solutions.
K-12 solutions

ACCESS CONTROL
Our specialized teams deliver a full range of access control solutions that include access and egress, door control, badge systems and biometrics including DNA, fingerprints, retinas and irises, and even voice patterns. You can manage the system remotely via our industry-leading cloud solutions and configure alerts in the technology of your choice (on-site alarm, telephone, cell, text, email).

FIRE ALARM
Backed by a 50-year heritage from some of the most well-respected names in the fire industry, we can provide everything your school needs, from a zone panel to a fully networked system that includes fire, carbon monoxide, smoke and heat detection.

INTERCOM
Our intercom systems allow for two-way interaction and help provide appropriate information to you and your staff. They also allow for immediate interaction in case of an alarm condition.

INTRUSION DETECTION
We use the right technology for your school, not an out-of-the-box solution. This helps to ensure that only real alarms are detected and transmitted to responding agencies. Video alarm verification helps reduce false alarm fees, unnecessary police dispatches, and provides more information on actual crimes in progress.

MONITORING
We have dedicated commercial monitoring centers—redundant and listed by Underwriters Laboratories. Powered by industry-leading technology and solutions, 24/7 monitoring can add valuable coverage to your system.

PANIC BUTTON
On-site panic buttons can immediately be triggered during an event to alert first responders. In emergency situations, response time is everything.

REMOTE GUARD TOURS
We help you to decide whether to reduce manned guard expenses with remote video tours of your premises. We can perform these tours at times and intervals you select, looking for specific activity you deem important. Two-way audio capabilities also allow for immediate intervention and can help stop an event in progress.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Our video systems include DVR and NVR (analog and IP) and networked IP components that use network standards and networked attached storage devices for increased flexibility. Using network architecture, remote viewing is as simple as logging on.

Let’s start a conversation.
ADT Commercial has extensive experience working as partners with educational facilities at hundreds of locations across the country. We make it easy to switch providers, and our onboarding process is predictable, dependable and painless.

855-ADT-COMM
adtcommercial.com